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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Reading, a very complex subject, has many facets.
One is phonics.

Phonics is important in reading as one

aid to independent word attack.

Through the years the

teaching of reading has gone from extreme over-emphasis
on phonics to its complete omission.

Phonics has again

come into the reading program; reading authorities now
feel that it should be taught as one phase of the whole
reading program.

Educational authorities express vary-

ing points of view on phonics; hence, the presentation
of phonetic analysis skills differs somewhat from one
reader to another, depending upon the authors' ideas on
this area of reading.
I •

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

This study had the two-

fold purpose of (l) gaining an overall picture of phonetic
analysis skills (at the primary level) of two series of
basic readers, and (2) learning where and what phonetic
analysis skills are presented at the various levels of
each series.

The Scott, Foresman and Ginn readers were

selected for the comparison as they are the basic and
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readers were selected for the comparison as they are
the basic and co-basic readers, respectively, in the
school district of the writer.
Importance of the study. The classroom teacher
needs a thorough understanding of what phonetic analysis
skills are presented at the various primary levels in
order to diagnose a child's needs and to offer a program
at the child's level.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Phonics.

This term is used to designate the appli-

cation of phonetics to the teaching of reading.

Phonics

deals not only with the sounds of spoken words but also
with the letters of the alphabet.
Phonetics.

This term is used to designate the

science of speech sounds.

The terms phonics and

phonetics are often interchanged.
Consonants. Any speech sound produced by the letters
of the alphabet (other than vowels) are called consonants.

Consonant letters are b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, 1,

m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z.
Consonant blends. When double consonants sounds
are blended together rapidly without loss of identity
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of any ~sounds, the result is called a consonant blend.
Vowels. These are letters of the alphabet other
than the consonants.

The vowels include the letters

a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y.

Each vowel letter has

various speech sounds.
Digraphs. These are combinations of two letters
representing single speech sounds which may be either
vowel or consonant sounds.
Diphthongs. This term is used when there is a
union of two vowels forming a compound sound.
Murmur diphthongs. Vowels that are modified by
rare often called by this term.
Phonograms. These are word elements; groups of
letters forming speech sounds.

A word phonogram--

probably learned as a sight word--is used as a phonetic
element in a new word.
Syllables. These may be whole words or divisions
of words.

They are uninterrupted soundings of the voice.

A syllable contains at least one vowel value or sound.
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CHAPTER II
CHANGING VIEWPOINTS IN THE TEACHING
OF WORD PERCEPTION SKILLS
In order to better understand how present-day
theories in the teaching of word perception have emerged,
it is necessary to know past theories and practices and
their impact on today's thinking.
Theory and practice in teaching word perception
in reading have gone from one extreme to another since
1900.

During this time the teaching of reading had

moved from over-emphasis on learning the form and sound
of separate words to gu.essing from context with little
attention to the usual forms of words.

Recently, how-

ever, more valid practices of teaching word perception
in its proper relationship to the total reading process
have begun to develop.
During this early period the identification of
word forms was considered all-important, whether reading was taught by the word method or by the phonic
method.

In many schools there was such an over-emphasis

on the learning of separate words and on their analysis
by the phonic method that word perception became an end
in itself rather than one of the factors in efficient
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reading (10:3).
The word method was based on the recognition and
pronunciation of word wholes, with little or no attempt
to teach word-analysis skills.

In most of the early

word method readers, the word was emphasized as the
initial teaching unit--and a sentence, designed largely
to give further drill on words, was the reading unit.
The phonic method readers, widely used at about
the same time as the word-and-sentence readers, remained in use even longer.

Letters and syllables were

taught and synthesized into word wholes in the early
phonic methods, and identification of words in reading
was determined by analysis into supposed phonetic parts.
The principal idea in the phonetic methods was
to break words down into phonetic parts and then provide
drill on each element by means of words in which the
element occurred (10:10).
The Beacon Primer presented twenty-seven phonetic
elements to be taught for page one of the primer.

The

phonetic tables in the Beacon method presented initial
letters such as~, ha, la, !!!:!l!:, ta,.£!!:, etc., from
which the child was to sound out a word like hat, rag,
cat.

The idea was for the child to see the letters,

recall the sound of the letter combinations, and say
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the whole word.

This practice did not take into con-

sideration the variable sounds of the vowels.

For

instance,~ in the word~ would not be pronounced
the same as the~ in the word cat(~) (10:16).
Almost the only phonic readers that had any
thought content were those printed with diacritical
marks.

However, the diacritical marks gave a distorted

appearance to the letters.

Some of the phonic readers

presented rules for remembering vowel sounds in a complicated way (10:19).
The story method began to gain in popularity
about 1916.

Children heard a story as it was told by

the teacher.

They followed along in their books as

they listened, they told the story, they drilled on the
words and phrases, and then read the story.
The story method readers had more interesting context than the word or phonic readers.

The story method

emphasizeddrill on whole phrases and sentences as well
as words.

Phonetic analysis was recognized as only a

subsidiary factor in word perception.
Although the story method readers presented more
meaningful reading, controlled vocabularies were not
used.
These readers limited the phonetic content of their
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word-perception program and presented simpler methods
of teaching phonics.

Phonetic analysis skills were

integrated as one phase of the whole reading process
(10:24).
During the 1920's there was a revolt against the
phonic method readers.

Some school authorities believed

that a child couldJearn to read if he were interested
and that phonetic skills were not a necessary aid to
reading.

This idea went to an extreme, the high schools

became overcrowded with retarded readers, and large remedial reading classes became necessary.

However,

during this same period, controlled vocabularies were
being recognized as a practical aid in teaching reading
(10:26).
By 1940 people were beginning to recognize the
need for word-attack skills in the reading program.
Parents and teachers urged the schools to teach wordperception skills.

Educational authorities were in a

dilemma as to what steps to take since they were fearful of returning to the old phonetic methods (10:27).
A balanced program has resulted from extensive

studies to develop techniques for teaching word perception consistent with modern concepts of reading
instruction and child psychology (10:32).

CHAPTER III
A NEED FOR PHONIC INSTRUCTION
The opinion of educational authorities has much
influence in directing thinking in the field of education.

A number of authorities have expressed them-

selves as seeing a definite need for the teaching of
phonics; some have presented teaching procedures.

A

review of the opinions of these leaders provides a
more careful evaluation of the need for teaching
phonetic analysis skills.
It is important to learn the ideas of educational
authorities because their thoughts have influenced
present-day phonetic instruction, now a part of the
whole reading program.
On the subject of phonics, Dr. Paul McKee gives
this opinion, based on research:
As determined by a survey of the investigations
on word recognition, the opinion of the writer is
that the child must acquire effective means of
recognizing new words. While there is no intimation here that phonetic training will do a perfect
job, there are many indications that the right
phonics will be helpful in attacking new words of
a phonetic character (13:88).

Dr. Edward Wm. Dolch expressed the following point
of view:
To be a good reader, a child must be able to
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sound out a new word. A child may increase his
vocabulary by sight words, but sooner or later he
will have to attack new words by himself • • • •
A graded program for the teaching of phonics must
recognize that sounding is a skill and not a series
of facts, and that different children develop
sounding skills at very different rates • • • •
Sounding is the chief means by which a child can
independently build up his sight vocabulary
(2:216).

Dr. Gertrude Hildreth states the problem as
follows:
Phonics instruction instead of dominating reading practice as formerly now assumes its legitimate
place in the reading process as one technique of
word analysis. Phonics practice is now recognized
not as a method of teaching reading, but as a
valuable adjunct to the child in comprehending unfamiliar words he meets in reading (12:119).

Dr. Arthur I. Gates summarized his viewpoint in
this way:
Phonetic training should have a place in the
modern reading program. It is one of the several
useful means of developing independent word recognition. Phonetics, it should be noted, is one of
the several useful devices; it should not, alone,
be regarded as a sufficient means of developing
effective word recognition (3:317-318).

Dr. David H. Russell believes that:
The advantages and disadvantages of the phonics
method may be summarized by saying that there is no
superiority in the phonics method, when used as the
sole or principal method of teaching, over other
methods. However, it may have values in combination
with other methods, particularly for certain pupils
who seem to respond readily to auditory clues. For
teachers the important point is not phonics as such
but the extent to which it should be used and the
methods and materials used by the pupils in phonetic-
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analysis activities. Accordingly some principles
for the use of phonetic analysis in the reading
program are important in teacher and curriculum
planning (16:212).

Dr. Emmett Albert Betts stated:
These statements may be made. First, some children may profit from systematic instruction in
phonics. Second, phonics is only one aid to the
recognition of words. Third, phonics instruction
is not given until the child has developed initial
reading skills, abilities, and attitudes and until
there is a need. Fourth, the fact must be recognized that there are many words that cannot be
identified by phonetic analysis. Fifth, instruction in phonetic analysis could contribute to
effective structural analysis, especially syllabication. Sixth, phonics is emphasized along with
other word-recognition aids at the primer, first
reader, and second reader levels of instruction.
This does not mean that all children in the first
and second grades are to be given a dose of
phonics. Instead, only those pupils who are
working at those achievement levels and who need
this type of help are given guidance in this
respect. Seventh, a highly complicated system of
of teaching phonics by means of isolated word
drills cannot be justified in the elementaryschool program. Phonics, then, does have a place
in the reading program (1:615).

CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF THE PHONETIC ANALYSIS SKILLS OF THE
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND GINN PRIMARY SERIES
As stated in Chapter I, this study will set forth
the phonetic analysis skills presented at the various
levels of the Scott, Foresman and Ginn primary readers.
It will begin with the pre-primers and continue through
the third reader, level two, of each series (Tables I
to VII).
The initial part of the phonetic program begins with
the auditory training at the pre-primer and primer level
for both series.

At the latter part of the primer, audi-

tory perception is combined with visual discrimination
in the teaching of phonetic skills, and both are used
throughout the rest of the program.
The main part of this study has been compiled and
presented in chart form for ease of examination and comparison.

The phonetic skills have been categorized under

the principal headings of rhyme, consonants, vowels,
diphthongs, phonograms, syllabication, and accent, with
subheadings under most of these.

Rhyme is not indicated

in each chart, but its maintenance is continued throughout the entire program.

Technically, syllabication is
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considered a structural analysis skill, but because of
its close relationship to phonics and the importance of
the application of vowel principles to syllables, it
has been included.

Accent, interrelated to phonetic

principles, is also presented.
Each series provides a developmental program,
starting from a limited and leading into a more complex
presentation of phonetic skills.
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TABLE I
PRE-PRIMER

Auditory
perception
Consonants

Rhyme

SCOTT, FORESMAN

GINN

Initial consonants
Present d, j, s, p,
t, f, l, mt b, r,
c (k soundJ, w, g,
n, h, v

Initial consonants
Introduce b, s, f,
t, m, c, w, r, h,

Perceive rhyming
words

Perceive rhyming
words

Supply rhyming
words

Supply rhyming
words

g, p, l, d

Final consonants
Introduce t, k, p
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TABLE II
PRilJJER

Auditory
-perce-ption

SCOTT, FORESMAN

Consonants

I

GINN
Initial consonant
Introduce y
Final consonants
Present m, n, d
Consonant di~a~h
Present ch

Visual-auditory
-oerce-ption
Consonants

Initial
Consonants
Present f, b, m~
c (hard k sound,
w, s, h, t, r, g,
(hard sound), y,
n, k, 1, :Pt d, j

Initial consonants
Present b, c, d, f,
g, h, 1, m, n, :P,
r, s, t, w

Final consonants
Present d, :p, k, t
Consonant di~a~hs
Present th, wh

Rhyme

Present rhyming
Point out rhym:parts in words of
ing :parts in words sight vocabulary
of sight
vocabulary
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TABLE III
FIRST READER

Visual-auditory
tion
Consonants

SCOTT FORESMAN

GINN

Initial consonants
Review consonants
presented at
primer level. Pro
vide substitution
of initial
consonants

Initial consonants
Review those presented at
preceding levels
Introduce j, k, v,
z

Final consonants
Introduce n, p,

Medial
Introduce n, k, t,
p, r

d, m, l, s

(voiced and unvoiced). Provide substitution
of final
consonants
Consonant digraphs
Introduce initial
and final ch, sh,
and initial wh, th
(voiced and unvoiced)

Final
Review d, p, k, t
Review m, n, r
Consonant digraphs
Review wh, th
Introduce ch, sh

Silent consonants
Present concept
that the final con
sonant of words
ending in two like
consonants is
silent
Consonant blends
Introduce bl, pl,
fl, st, br, gr,
tr, dr, fr
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TABLE III (continued)
FIRST READER

Visual-auditory
erception

SCOTT, FORESMAN

Vowels

GINN
Introduce long
sounds of vowels

a, e, i, o, u

Rhyme

Perceive rhyming
elements in words

Perceive rhyming
endings at, an, all,
et, ay, oys, old,
ox, ate, ee, ound,
ide, op, ing, alk,
en, ill , ink , y,
ook, ust, ow
(these are later
referred to as
phonograms)
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TABLE IV
SECOND READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
per ce-ption
Consonants

SCOTT. FORESMAN
Initial
Review all consonants taught at
the first reader
level
Practice substituting initial
consonants

GINN
Initial consonants
Review all initial
consonants introduced at preceding
levels, continuing
to provide practice
in blending initial
consonants with
other letters to
form a word whole
Medial consonants
Review those presented at preceding level
Introduce x, k, t,
z

Final
Review consonants so far
presented

Final consonants
Provide practice
in using the sound
of final consonants already
presented

Consonant di£ranhs
Review initial ch,
sh, th, wh

Consonant digraphs
Review digraphs sh,
ch, th, wh
Introduce digraphs
ck, ng, kn

Consonant blends
Introduce the r
blends br, er, fr,
gr, tr; the 1
blends bl, cl, fl,
gl, pl, sl; and
st

Consonant blends
Review all blends
so far presented
Introduce blends
nk, er, cl, sl, sn
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TABLE IV (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
t>erce"Dtion
Consonants
(continued)

SCOTT. OORESMAN

GINN

Silent consonants
Review concept of
one silent consonant in words
ending in two like
consonants
Consonant symbols
Introduce consonant letters ng,
nk
Variant sounds of
consonants
Indicate that some
consonants have
various sounds
such as hard c,
soft c; hard g,
soft g
Similarities of
sounds in
consonants
Indicate similarity
of x and cks; ng,
nk

Vowels

Short vowels
Introduce vowels
i, y, a

Long vowels
Introduce vowels
i, y, a

Short vowels
Introduce short
vowel sounds of
a, e, i, o, u
Long vowels
Review a, e, i, o
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TABLE IV (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
nercention
Vowels
(continued)

SCOTT. FORESMAN

GINN

Variant vowel
sounds
Introduce a
followed by w, l
Vowel digraphs
Point out digraphs
ee, ai, ay, oa,
ea, long oo
Vowel sound
principles
1. The letter r
is a controller
of vowel sounds

2. When there are

two vowels together in a word,
the first is
usually long and
the second,silent

3. The letter i
followed by gh is
usually long
Murmur
diphthongs

Introduce murmur
diphthongs ir and
ar

Vowel sound
principles
1. When there are
two letters together in a word,
the first vowel
is usually long
and the second,
silent
2. When there is
only one vowel in
a short word and
it comes at the
beginning or in
the middle, the
vowel sound is
usually short
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TABLE IV (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
-oerce-otion
Rhyme

Phonograms

SCOTT. FORESMAN

Rhyming words
Provide practice
in using rhyming
words

GINN

Rhyming endings
Review rhyming
endings presented
at preceding level
and provide practice in affixing
and substituting
initial consonants
to these to form
new words
Present these endings also: og, un,
ick, oat, ace,
ost, ight, own,
aw, air, ack, ear,
ar, oon

Re-present some of
the above rhyming
endings as phonograms that begin
with the various
vowel letters.
a: ace, an, all,
at, ack, ay, aw,
air, ar, as, ame,
ake, ate
e: en, ed, et, em
i: ive, ick, ill,
ip, ib, in, ish,
ing, ight, ig
o: oat, og, op,
ound, old, ook,
oy, own, ot, oon
u: us, up, un, ust
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TABLE V
SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
-oer ce-otion
Consonants

SCOTT. FORESMAN

GINN

Review all initial
and final consonants taught at
preceding levels.
Teach remaining
consonants as they
appear in reading
vocabulary

Review all consonants in initial,
medial, and final
positions as they
appear in the
reading vocabulary

Consonant blends
Review all consonant blends
taught previously
Introduce qu and
three-letter
blends: str, spr,
scr, squ, thr

Consonant blends
Review r blends,
1 blends, as well
as st, sn
Introduce sc, sp,
qu, thr, spr, str,
squ
Consonant digraphs
Review all
digraphs presented
thus far

Variant consonant
sounds
Review hard c and
introduce soft c
and g

Variant consonant
sounds
Review hard and
soft sounds of c
and g

Silent consonant
concepts
1. If a word ends
in two like consonants, the last
consonant is
silent

Silent consonants
Present (k)n, (g)h,
(w)r
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TABLE V (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
perce-ption
Consonants
(continued)

SCOTT, FORESMAN

GINN

Silent consonant
concepts (cnnt)
2. If a word ends
in ck, the c is
silent
3. In words that
begin with kn,
the initial k is
silent
4. When the final
consonant is
doubled, before
adding the ending,
the second of the
two like consonants is silent
5. When the letter
i is followed by
gh, the i is
usually long and
the gh is silent
Double consonants
Review double consonants as they
appear in reading
vocabulary in the
medial and final
:positions

Vowels

Short vowels
Review a, i, y
Introduce e, oo,

Short vowels
Review a, e, i,

u,

Introduce y

0

o, u
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TABLE V (continued)

SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
tion
Vowels
(continued)

SCOTT

GINN

FORESMAN

Long vowels
Review a, i, y
Introduce e, oo,

Long vowels
Review a, e, i, o
Introduce long u,

u,

y

0

Vowel digraphs
Introduce digraphs
ow, ea, ee, oa,
ay, ai

Vowel digraphs
Review digraphs
ee, ay, ai, ui,
ea, oa, long oo,
short oo

Variant vowel
sounds
Present a followed
by 1 and w

Variant vowel
sounds
Present a before
1, a after w, a
in aw, ea as in
eat, and ea as in
bread

Different vowel
letters representing the same
speech sound
Present these letter
combinations: ou,
ow; oo, u, ou; o,
oo; ew, oo; al, aw,
au, ou; long y and
and long i, ou, u
Vowel sound
principles
1. o followed by
i, e, y usually
has the s sound

Vowel sound
principles
Review medial
short rule
and silent vowel
in digraph rule
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TABLE V (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
perception
Vowels
(continued)

SCOTT, FORESMAN

GINN

Vowel sound
Vowel sound
principles (cont)
principles (cont)
2. g followed by
Introduce these
i, e, y, usually
rules:
has the j sound
1. When the vowel
is at the end of
3. When there is
only one vowel
a two-letter word,
letter in a word
the vowel is
and it comes at
usually long
the beginning or
2. When there are
in the middle,
only two vowels
the vowel usually
in a word, one of
has the short
which is finale,
vowel sound
the first vowel
is usually long
4. When there are
two vowels toand the second,
gether in a word,
silent
the first vowel
is usually long
and the second is
silent·
5. When there are
two vowels in a
word, one of which
is finale, the
first vowel is
usually long and
thee is silent
6. When there is
only one vowel in
a word and it comes
at the end, the
vowel usually has
the long vowel
sound
7. When o is followed by ld, the o
usually has the
long vowel sound
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TABLE V (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual--auditory
-oerce-otion
Vowels
(continued)

SCOTT. FORESMAN

GINN

Exceptions to
vowel principles
1. The first vowel
in a one-syllable
final e word is
not always long
2. The consonant
r does not influence the i
sound in words
such as fire
Like vowel letters
representing
different speech
sounds
Present these
letters: ai, ai;
ea, ea
Consonant r as a
modifier of vowel
sounds
Present sounds of
ear, air, eir, ere

Diphthongs

Introduce diphthongs ou, ow; oi,
oy

Introduce diphthongs ou, ow; oi,
oy

Murmur
diphthongs

Review the effect
of r on vowels a,

Present murmur
diphthongs ar,
or, ur, ir

i
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TABLE V (continued)
SECOND READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
nerce-otion

SCOTT. FORESMAN

Pho no grams

Syllabication
and Accent

GINN
Review long vowel
phonograms ay,
ight, eep, old
Review short vowel
phonograms as
presented
previously
Introduce ew

Provide for auditory perception
of syllables and
accent

Provide practice
in making new words
with phonograms,
vowel digraphs,
and vowels lengthened by finale
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TABLE VI
THIRD READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
-perce-otion
Consonants

SCOTT. FORESMAN

GINN

Single consonants
Maintain single
consonants in
initial and final
positions

Single consonants
Maintain single
consonants in
initial, medial,
and final position

Consonant
digraphs
Review ch, th, sh,
wh and consonant
symbols ng and nk

Consonant
digraphs
Review digraphs in
initial, medial,
and final positions

Consonant blends
Review blends sl,
fl, cl, bl, gr,
er, br, fr, st,
dr, tr, str, thr

Consonant blends
Review both twoletter and threeletter blends

Silent consonants
Review concept
that some consonants may be
silent in words

Silent consonants
Review kn, gh, wr

Double consonants
Review double consonants in the
middle and at the
end of words as
they appear in
reading vocabulary
Variant consonant
sounds
Review variant
sounds of hard and
soft c and g
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TABLE VI (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
perception

SCOTT, FORESMAN

Similarity of consonant letters
Review similarity
of x and cks

Consonants
(continued)

Vowels

GINN

Long and short
vowels
Review long and
short sounds of
vowels a, e, i,
e, u, y

Long and short
vowels
Review long and
short sounds of
vowels a, e, i,
o, u, y

Variant vowel
sounds
Review a followed by 1, long
and short oo,
and oi and ea
modified by r

Variant vowel
sounds
Review variant
sounds of al, aw,
au; o; i; ea;
i and y; and e

Vowel sound
principles
Review these
principles:
1. The finale
rule
2. Initial and
medial single
vowel letter rule
3. The double
vowel rule
4. The final
single vowel
letter rule
Introduce the
schwa, the soft
unstressed vowel
sound heard in
most unaccented
syllables

Vowel sound
principles
Review these
rules:
1. Short sound of
medial vowel
2. Medial vowel
lengthened by
finale
3. In double vowel
or digraph, first
vowel usually
long, the second,
silent
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TABLE VI (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
-oerce-otion

SCOTT, FORESMAN

Vowel digraphs
Review digraphs ai,
ea, oa, ui, ee
Review long and
short oo and present vowels ou as
in could

Vowels
( continued)

Diphthongs

Review diphthongs oi, ou, ow,
oy
Introduce ew

Murmur
diphthongs

Review murmur
diphthongs ar, or,
er, ir, and ur

Review phonograms
presented at preceding levels.
Recognize air in
words such as
chair, fair

Pho no grams

Syllabication

GINN

Syllabication
concepts
Introduce these
principles:
1. If the first
vowel sound

Syllabication
concepts
1. A word or a part
of a word that con
tains a vowel sound
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TABLE VI (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL ONE

·

-auditory
tion

Syllabication
(continued)

SCOTT

FORESMAN

Syllabication
concepts {cont)
in a word is
followed by two
consonants, the
first syllable
usually ends with
the first of the
two like consonants
2. If the first
vowel sound in a
word is followed
by a single consonant, that consonant usually
begins the second
syllable
3. If the last
syllable of a
word ends in le,
the consonant
preceding the le
usually begins th
last syllable
4. The letters be
often form the
first syllable in
a word
5. Each syllable
in a word contains at least
one vowel letter
6. The application of phonetic
rules to vowels
in each syllable

GINN
Syllabication
concepts {cont)
is called a
syllable
2. A syllable contains a vowel
sound, and a word
contains as many
syllable as there
are vowel sounds
3. One-syllable
words can have two
vowels, but only
one vowel can be heard
4. The letters be
in words form a
separate syllable
and thee is long
5. Two-syllable
words can have
three vowels, but
only two vowels
are heard
6. The letters a
and al at the
beginning of words
often form separate syllables
?. Words with
double like consonants in the middle
divide into
syllables between
two like consonants
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TABLE VI (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL ONE

Visual-auditory
SCOTT. FORESMAN
perceution
Syllabication
(continued)

Svllabication
concepts (cont)
within a word aid
in determining
the pronunciation
of the whole word
7. The position
of a single vowel
letter in a
syllable is a
visual clue to
the vowel sound

Accent

Principles of
accent
1. In most twosyllable words
that end in a
consonant followed by y, the
first syllable is
accented and the
last is unaccented. When they is
at the end of an
unstressed
syllable they
usually has the
short i sound
2. In one syllable
words that end in
y, the word is accented and the y
usually has the
long i sound

GINN
Syllabication
concepts (cont)
8. Words having one
consonant in the
middle, that consonant usually
starts the second
syllable
9. The letters le
preceded by a
consonant form a
separate syllable
at the end of a
word
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TABLE VII
THIRD READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
uerceution
Consonants

SCOTT. FORESMAN

GINN

Single consonants
Review all consonants taught at
preceding levels
Review understanding that consonants may be
silent or may have
variable sounds

Single consonants
Reviews, z, g, x
as they appear in
reading vocabulary

Consonant blends
Review all consonant blends
introduced at
preceding levels

Consonant blends
Review all twoletter and threeletter blends,
including qu
Consonant digraphs
Review digraphs
previously introduced
Double consonants
Review double like
consonants in the
middle of words
Silent consonants
Review silent
letters in kn, wr,
gh; gn
Consonant sound
principles
1. Letters c and g
are soft before e,
i, y (review)
2. Letters sand z
sometimes have
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TABLE VII (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
uerce-otion

SCOTT. FORESMAN

Consonants
(continued)

Vowels

GINN
Consonant sound
principles {cont)
same sound treview)
3. Letters ed
sometimes have t
sound (review)

Review the vowels
with their
various sounds as
they appear in
the reading
vocabulary

Single vowels
Review the variant
sounds of e, i, u,
a, o
Introduce concept
that u is long in
an open syllable
that comes first
in a word
Vowel digraphs
Review ai, ea,
long and short oo,
au; the two sounds
of ea, ei, ou,
and ea followed by
r

Vowel sound
principles
Re-present these
concepts:
1. Review final
e principle with
the generalization that in
words ending in
ce, ge, and ve
the finale is

Vowel sound
principles
Review these
:principles:
1. Vowel long at
the end of onesyllable words
2. Medial vowel
in short word is
usually short
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TABLE VII (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
percention

SCOTT,

FORESMAN

Vowels
(continued)

Vowel sound
Principles (cont)
not necessarily
a clue to preceding vowel
sound
2. The letter x
may be used as a
clue to the short
sound of the preceding vowel

Diphthongs

Review diphthongs
ou, ow, oi, oy

Phonograms

GINN
Vowel sound
principles (cont)
3, Medial vowel
usually is lengthened by finale
4, Letter r
usually modifies
preceding vowel
5, Second vowel
is usually silent
in digraphs
(exceptions to
this rule)

Review phonograms
ear, our, am, en,
ight, op, ump and
others previously
presented
Present special
phonograms are as
in care, and air
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TABLE VII (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
-oercention
Syllabication

SCOTT, FORESMAN
Syllabication
concepts
Review concepts
presented previously
1. The x
usually goes with
the preceding
vowel to form a
syllable in a
word
2. In syllabication the letter
v usually goes
with the preceding vowel to
form a syllable
3. When the first
vowel element in
a word is followed by a consonant
digraph, these
letter combinations are not
separated when the
word is divided
into syllables.
These letters may
go with either
the first or last
syllable
4. Consonant blends
are often preserved
when words are
divided into
syllables

GINN

Syllabication
concepts
Review principles
that aid in
recognizing
syllable parts in
words:
1. Perceive long
vowel in open
syllables
2. Perceive short
vowel in closed
syllables
3. See vowel
digraph as one
syllable
4. Recognize phonograms in syllables
5. Recognize final
syllable with le
6. Observe effect
of accent on
syllables
7. Use syllabication as an aid to
pronunciation
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TABLE VII (continued)
THIRD READER, LEVEL TWO

Visual-auditory
perception
Accent

SCOTT. FORESMAN

1. The soft, unstressed sound
known as the "schwa"
is heard in unaccented syllables
in most words
2. The letters tion
are unaccented in
words
3. The syllable
ture is unaccented
4. The position of
vowels in words
aids in determining
the vowel sound in
accented syllables
5. In most twosyllable words that
end in a consonant
followed by y, the
first syllable is
accented, the
second syllable
unaccented
6. If a, in, re, en,
de or be is the
first syllable in a
word, it is usually
unaccented
7. If the final
syllable in a word
ends in le preceded
by a consonant, the
final syllable is
unaccented
8. When prefixes,
suffixes, and endings
form separate
syllables in words
they are wually
unaccented

GINN
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The phonetic analysis skills presented in this
study of primary readers are examples of present-day
phonics, now a part of the whole reading program.
This study indicated that essentially the same
phonetic skills are presented in each series; the main
differences are that the introduction of phonetic
skills varies from level to level and that the Ginn
series includes phonograms and the Scott, Foresman
series emphasizes accent.
The Ginn series presents final consonants at the
pre-primer level; the Scott, Foresman introduces them in
the first reader.

Consonant digraphs are introduced at

the primer level of the Ginn series and at the first
reader level of Scott, Foresman.

Consonant blends are

presented at the first reader level of the Ginn and not
until the second reader, level two, of Scott, Foresman.
All the long vowel sounds are introduced at the first
reader level of Ginn, and only three vowels are presented
at the second reader, level one of Scott, Foresman.
However, both the long and short sounds of these three
vowels are taught simultaneously in this reader.
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The Ginn series presents phonograms at the second
reader, level one; Scott, Foresman does not include
these word elements for presentation as phonograms.
Provision is made in the second reader, level
two, of the Scott, Foresman, for syllabication in a
lesson designed for hearing word divisions.

Syllabica-

tion is introduced in the Ginn series in the third
reader, level one.
Extensive emphasis is placed on accent in the
Scott, Foresman third-year, level two, reader, where
one section is devoted to accent.

Accent is taught

incidentally in its relationship to syllabication in
the Ginn series.
Although this study has not indicated what provision was made by each series for review of the
phonetic analysis skills, a comprehensive picture of
what phonetic skills are presented has been made.
The various skills will entail differing amounts
of review, depending upon the needs of each child; hence,
it is left to each instructor to determine which of
these phonetic skills to present and how much review
is necessary.
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